Abstract-We describe a multimodal algorithm for speaker segmentation and identification with two main contributions: First, we propose a hidden Markov model architecture that performs fusion of three information sources: a multicamera system for participant localization, a microphone array for speaker localization, and a speaker identification system. Second, we present a novel likelihood model for the microphone array observations for dealing with overlapped speech. We propose a modification of the Steered Power Response Generalized Cross Correlation Phase Transform (SPR-GCC-PHAT) function that takes into account the possible microphone occlusions and use its local maxima as microphone array observations. The likelihood of the extracted local maxima given positions of active speakers is modeled using the Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) framework.
I. INTRODUCTION An audio-visual monitoring of multi-participant interactions is an emerging area of research in multimedia signal processing [1] , [2] . Challenging datasets obtained in meeting environments have contributed to the development of many novel signal processing algorithms including multi-target video tracking which provide relative positions of meeting participants [3] , speaker identification (SID) and speaker and audio segmentation algorithms [4] . Outputs of these algorithms have been further used as features in the tasks of automatic content retrieval [5] , interaction type classification [6] and content summarization [7] .
Our audio-visual smart-room system [8] enables tracking of speaker locations and identities, and performs speaker segmentation, for a variable number of participants. It employs ( Fig. 1) : (i) a ceiling multi-camera tracking system, (ii) a 360
• camera face detection system, (iii) a circular 16-microphone array, and (iv) a SID system. In our previous work we presented contributions on tasks of tracking participant engagement [9] and microphone array processing [10] . In this work we tackle the problem of robustly processing overlapping speech with a multimodal approach. Spontaneous interactions usually result in significant speaker overlap, which degrades the quality of automatic speaker segmentation through speaker identification (SID) methods [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In some situations, e.g. in meetings where participants form sub-groups and start multiple conversations, the portions of the overlapped speech are very high and SID methods exhibit poor performance. Recently proposed methods [4] , [16] suggest that the speaker segmentation based on microphone array estimation of the direction of arrival (DoA) [17] , [18] outperforms segmentation based on SID techniques [19] . However, the typical monitoring setups in meeting environments include small on-the-desk microphone arrays with limited spatial resolution [3] , [8] making it difficult to accurately disambiguate densely-spaced speakers based on DoA cues only. Furthermore, most methods rarely handle overlapped speech at the modeling level and fail to advantageously combine the microphone array and the SID methods.
We suggest a novel design of the speaker segmentation and identification system based on the hidden Markov model (HMM) (Fig. 3 ) in which state is obtained by concatenation of the binary speaker activity indicators for all present participants. The unknown parameter in this HMM is the mapping of participants' locations to elements of the set of all possible participant identities. The known parameters are the participant locations obtained from the video tracking module. This model gives us three levels of flexibility. We can
• pick the most appropriate method to decode state sequences: Bayesian filtering [20] , [21] , Viterbi decoding [22] , Markov chain Monte Carlo [23] , [24] .
• use any available likelihood model, based either on microphone array observations only, or on SID observations only, or their combination.
• allow for an easy modification of processing techniques in any modality. Particularly, the system that we proposed in [8] can track unknown number of participants using a combination of the ceiling camera background subtraction and omnidirectional camera face tracking systems. In this work we have opted for a simpler solution, tracking of color markers, in order to focus on the advances in fusion and microphone array processing.
In addition to the described specific modality combination ( Fig. 2) our main contribution includes a statistical model that enables the microphone array modality to detect multiple overlapping speakers (Section III-B). Towards this goal we suggest a modification of the Steered Power Response Generalized Cross-Correlation Phase Transform (SPR-GCC-PHAT) function [18] in which we re-weight GCC-PHAT functions for different microphone pairs based on their visibility from the different points in the meeting room. Instead of the usual practice where only the global maximum of the SPR-GCC-PHAT function (i.e. the location of the most prominent sound source) is used in sound source localization we suggest extraction of multiple local maxima of the modified SPR-GCC-PHAT function. We treat these maxima as the microphone array observations and use the Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) model [25] to assign them to the active speaker locations. This allows computation of joint likelihood of the microphone array observations when locations of the active speakers are obtained from the video tracking module.
While different methods for speaker segmentation are available [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] in order to incorporate SID in the multi-modal probabilistic model for speaker segmentation we choose modification of the SID method presented in [13] , [14] , [19] . In order to address the speaker overlap by the speaker identification (SID) system we train Gaussian mixture models (GMM) for every single speaker and all combinations of two overlapped speakers. We obtain training data for the models of overlapped speech by mixing single speaker channels with equal average energies. Speaker activity indicators together with participants' locations define locations in space occupied with active speakers, which further in combination with location-to-identity mapping provides active speaker identities necessary to compute the SID likelihoods.
Furthermore we are able to combine probabilistically (Section III-D) the microphone array modality and the speaker identification modality. The latter provides likelihoods that a speech frame is produced by one or two concurrent speakers from the known pool of possible participants. By introduction of reasonable simplifying assumptions that microphone array observations (directionsof-arrival) do not depend on active speakers' identities and speaker ID observations (MFCC coefficients), and that the speaker ID observations do not depend on speakers' locations we are able to model the joint likelihood of all acoustic observations given the locations and identities of active speakers as a product of microphone array likelihood to the power of α and the speaker identification likelihood to the power of β. Different power coefficient pairs (α, β) define different fusion models.
We propose (Section III-E) two methods for the estimation of the unknown association parameter and the hidden state sequence. The first method, sequential Bayesian filtering [20] , [21] , is appropriate for applications where both performance and sequential processing are important. The second method, Viterbi decoding [22] , should be the method of choice for applications where only the performance is important and data can be post processed.
We tested the automatic segmentation performance using precision and recall measures [31] for sequences of states obtained by both decoding algorithms. In Section IV we present algorithm analysis and compare performances of baseline likelihood models (SID likelihood model and a recently proposed likelihood model [3] based on the global maxima of the SPR-GCC-PHAT function) with our JPDA likelihood model for microphone array (MA) observations and the proposed combination of the MA and SID likelihood models.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Our multimodal speaker segmentation algorithm consists of 4 main steps ( Fig. 2): 1) We track locations of the meeting participants through the detection of color markers. As mentioned earlier this decorrelates advances in computer vision from audio tracking and fusion developments. We reconstruct the 3D position from marker pixel coordinates in multiple views (Section III-A). The resulting locations are subsequently used as a meta-feature by the other modalities. 2) We extract local maxima of the modified SPR-GCC-PHAT function and treat them as microphone array observations. Furthermore, we compute likelihood of these observations given positions of active speakers obtained from the first step. We propose a joint probabilistic model for association of microphone array observations to positions of active speakers (Section III-B). 3) We compute likelihoods of speaker identification observations (MFCCs) given speakers' identities. Likelihoods are modeled as Gaussian mixtures for single speakers and overlapped speaker pairs (Section III-C). 4) We decode unknown identity-to-participant associations and speaker activity indicators. We perform fusion of the microphone array and speaker identification likelihoods in the HMM framework for which we define a state transition model. The speaker activity indicator sequence is decoded by both Bayesian filtering and Viterbi algorithm (Section III-D).
III. STATISTICAL MODEL
Let us introduce the notation that we use throughout the following sections. Let K t be the number of participants present in frame t. Their positions are contained in the joint vector
3 represents location of the k th participant in the three dimensional tracking space. Let L 1:t be the total number of different participants' trajectories registered on the interval [1, t] . We define the trajectory index vector e t = (e t,1 , . . . , e t,K t ), such that the trajectory of the k th participant at frame t has the index e t,k in the list of all trajectories detected on the interval [1, t] . All trajectory index coordinates assigned to the same participant's trajectory obtain the same value from the set {1, . . . , L 1:t } and this value differs from the values assigned to other trajectories.
In the following presentation we assume that at each frame t the video tracking system provides vectors x t and e t (i.e. we consider the position vector x t and trajectory index vector e t as a known parameters).
The speech activity of the participants present is represented by the binary activity indicator vector
K t , where a t,k = 1 denotes the k th participant is speaking and a t,k = 0 denotes the k th participant is silent. The total number of active speakers at time t is A t = Kt k=1 a t,k . Assume that all participants belong to the finite pool of people whose identities are known in advance. Let us denote set of these identities as I = {1, . . . , I}. Assuming that the total number of trajectories L 1:t registered on the full interval of interest [1, T ] is smaller than L, we define the trajectory-to-identity mapping vector θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ L ) whose coordinates take values from I. This vector does not evolve through time, and it represents an unknown modeling parameter.
Furthermore, we define a hidden Markov model (see Fig. 3 ) in which states are the speaker activity indicators a t and θ is an unknown parameter. As mentioned earlier vectors x t and e t are known parameters. In this model we use both the microphone array observations y M A t and the speaker ID observations y SID t . The rapid processing rate, stemming from the short duration of each data frame, makes the synchronous switching of multiple speaker activity indicators very unlikely. Therefore, we allow only those state transitions in which the Hamming distance between consecutive states is less or equal than 1. We define two different state transition models that incorporate this constraint. In the first one we do not allow more than two active speakers per frame while in the second one we pose no limitation on the number of active speakers. The total numbers of states for these models are 2 i=0
Kt i and 2 K t respectively. We specify a (high) transition probability of staying in the same state p(a t+1 = a t |a t ), for both models, while assuming that all other allowed state transitions are equally probable. 
A. Multi-view color marker tracking
There are many existing techniques in the computer vision community that can be applied for tracking humans in meeting room environments, e.g. [3] , [20] . In our previous work [8] we presented a background subtraction algorithm that performs tracking of meeting participants from multiple views with high accuracy. In order to focus on aspects of microphone array processing and modality fusion, we track color markers (mini-paper hats) on the participant's heads through 4 ceiling cameras. Different marker colors are described by the 3-component Gaussian mixture models in the RGB space and the video system performs detection of the marker pixels and reconstruction of locations x t of K t detected participants from multiple views [32] . By updating the list of all registered participant trajectories on the interval [1, t] we get the vector e t where its k th coordinate e t,k is an index in the trajectory list.
B. Microphone array likelihood model
Classical microphone array processing algorithms compute the time domain GCC-PHAT function [17] and estimate the direction of arrival from the global maximum of this function. This way each microphone pair observes only the dominant speaker and it is difficult to get correct solution on segments with overlapping speakers. Other solutions, based on the steered power response [3] , [18] are used in a similar manner where the global maximum of the SPR-GCC-PHAT function determines location of the dominant speaker.
We propose a modification of the SPR-GCC-PHAT speaker localization algorithm. First, we define a 3D rectangular grid that covers the tracking space; Second, we extract multiple local maxima of the SPR-GCC-PHAT function on the grid and treat their locations as observations. We model association of these observations to the locations of the active speakers (output of the video tracking system) using a joint probabilistic data association model [25] . This model allows active speakers without assigned observations and observations without assigned active speakers.
Observations
) correspond to the M t local maxima that are not smaller than γ ∈ [0, 1] times the value of the global maximum of the modified SPR-GCC-PHAT function given by Equation (1) . Parameter γ can be tuned to fit an application. to the active speaker k through an association vector r t = (r t,1 , . . . , r t,M t ) , , where
is assigned to the active speaker k. If r t,i = 0 then i th observation is not assigned to any speaker. An example of possible data association is given in Fig. 4 and 5, where we omit time indices for simplicity.
The likelihood of the microphone array observations can be obtained by averaging over all possible associations and is given by the Equation (2).
If the detection probability for an active speaker is p d then:
Also, under the assumption that all valid assignments are equally probable:
Likelihood of the microphone array observations given active speaker locations and observation-to-speaker association, under the assumption that clutter has uniform spatial distribution, can be factorized in terms corresponding to different observations and written as:
where V is the number of SPR-GCC-PHAT grid vertices.
Therefore Sample associations for the given state:
Learning of the likelihood model parameters: As shown in [3] and [8] , in the spherical coordinate system with the origin in the center of the small radius microphone array, source localization techniques based on the TDoA determine angular coordinates of the source much more precisely than its radial coordinate. Therefore, we model the distribution p(y M A t,i |x t,rt,i ) as a function of the angular distance (e.g. θ 1,1 and θ 4,3 in Fig. 4 ) from the observation to the speaker location measured from the center of the microphone array. For the given neighborhood size A we learn this distribution and other unknown model parameters, p d and λ, from the training data.
The probability p d is equal to the percentage of participant-frames in which active speakers get at least one observation in neighborhood of size A. λ is the expected number of observations per frame which do not fall in the A-neighborhood of any active speaker. Finally, the probability distribution of the single observation given a speaker location is learned as a function of the discretized angular distance from the speaker to the observation where this probability is zero for distances greater than A.
C. Speaker identification
Speaker identification systems based on single speaker Gaussian mixture models (GMM) for a known set of speakers do not perform well in the presence of overlapped speech. In order to tackle this difficulty we train 16-component GMMs with diagonal covariance matrices both for single speakers and combinations of two overlapped speakers. For the two-speaker models the corresponding single speaker channels were mixed with equal average energy. In order to have the same analysis window as for the microphone array processing our speaker identification algorithm employs MFCCs extracted on 100ms segments. For the the chosen window length (100ms) we decided not to use delta and delta-delta features.
Variables a t and θ in combination with the participant locations obtained from the video tracking module respectively, define locations in space occupied with active speakers, and assign identities of the participants to the particular locations. Therefore, their combination determines identities of the active speakers (Fig. 5) 
where different choices of the parameter pair (α, β) ∈ [0, 1] 2 define different likelihood models. We use the following parameter combinations: (i) (α, β) = (0, 1): speaker identification only; (ii) (α, β) = (1, 0): microphone array only; (iii) (α, β) = (1, β), β ≤ 1: modality fusion.
Due to the limitation that only models for single and two overlapped speakers are available, the first and the third parameter combination can be used only with the first transition model (maximum two active speakers at a time) while the second parameter combination can be used with both state transition models (no limit on the number of active speakers). We found that the speaker identification likelihood model does not provide reliable disambiguation between states directly connected in the transition model (maximally one speaker activity change per frame) and therefore we discount differences between likelihoods of these states by the parameter β.
E. Speaker Identity and Activity Decoding
In this section we describe two approaches for decoding of the optimal state sequence and unknown trajectory-toidentity association parameter. For situations where it is necessary to compute estimates of the unknown variables sequentially at each time when a new observation arrives, we propose the sequential Bayesian filtering approach. In this case the optimal state sequence a * ).
(5)
Since there is no observation history at the time t = 1, we initialize the update process by the following distribution.
The number of possible trajectory-to-identity associations is |Θ| = I(I − 1) . . . (I − L + 1) and the size of the joint state-parameter space is 2 Kt |Θ|. We obtain the state filtering distribution by marginalization over the space of the unknown parameter θ, i.e. by averaging over all trajectory-to-identity associations: ). Use Equation (7).
The total complexity of the forward sequential filtering algorithm on interval
2) Viterbi Decoding:
In this algorithm we use the same update Equations (6), (5) and (8) to get the distribution of the unknown association parameters. The main difference is that at the final time T the total number of the detected trajectories and information about their overlap in time is available. Therefore, at T the set of all possible trajectoryto-identity associations Θ is known exactly. We incorporate this information in the Equation (6) which allows us to work with valid associations only and decreases the overall computational complexity. Steps (C) and (D) have complexity O(T · 2 2L ) and therefore, the total complexity of the Viterbi decoding algorithm is effectively the same as for the sequential Bayesian filter.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We test the proposed algorithms on two datasets. The first set represents a reading session where four participants read a given text so that their turns significantly overlap. The correct segmentation for this dataset is obtained manually. The second set is a semi-synthetic set obtained, similarly to [4] , by combining and overlapping single speaker segments recorded in the meeting room environment by four different speakers. Total length of the sessions is 15 minutes with 27.4% of it beeing overlapped speech, where the average durations of the segments with one and two active speakers are respectively 8.4s and 3.3s. Since both datasets contain read speech with comparable speakers' energies no difference in performance was noticed and we present joint results for both datasets.
Two additional datasets are used to learn parameters of the microphone array likelihood model (p d , λ) and probability distribution of a single observation given the single speaker location. These sets represent regular meeting sessions with 4 participants, in which the speakers overlap on 8% of the total session length. Model parameter learning is described in more detail at the end of the Section III-B.
In our experiments not all microphones in the array are visible from all SPR-GCC-PHAT grid points due to the occlusions caused by the omnidirectional camera placed in the center of array (Fig. 1) . Therefore, microphone array observations are extracted as the local maxima of the modified SPR-GCC-PHAT function computed in points of the rectangular 20cm grid. For practical purposes, we define the local maxima as the regional maxima in the 3 × 3 × 3 connected neighborhoods on the grid. Since the extraction of the local maxima is a somewhat ill defined problem we choose to filter extracted regional maxima and to present dependence of the segmentation performance on different threshold values. Threshold values 55%, 75% and 100% were chosen since we want to present performance over wider interval of threshold values, and on intervals [55%, 75%] and [75%, 100%] we noticed, respectively, performance increase and decrease. Processing is done on 100ms signal segments passed through the Hamming window with 100ms frame shift.
We have computed model parameters for different neighborhood sizes A ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40} and three different sets of the observations. The first set contains all extracted regional maxima; the second set, all regional maxima grater than 55% of the global maximum; and the third set, all regional maxima greater than 75% of the global maximum. For all neighborhoods A, values p d and λ rise with increase in number of used observations. Ideally, we want high speaker detection probability p d and low probability of false speaker detections.
Probability p f d presented in Table I , although not a modeling parameter, represents percentage of participantframes in which a non-active speaker gets at least one observation in the A-neighborhood. This gives insight into the dependency of the false speaker detections on the number of extracted local maxima. Table I contains the model parameters computed for different values of speaker neighborhood A. Parameters in the row R LM > 0 are computed using all regional maxima while the following two rows R LM > 0.55R GM and R LM > 0.75R GM correspond respectively to the cases where only the regional maxima higher than 55% and 75% of the global maxima R GM are used as observations. Values p d and p f d rise with relaxation of the neighborhood size A while the expected number of false alarms λ falls. Ideally, we want high speaker detection probability p d and low probability of false detections p f d . Value p f d (Table I) rises significantly with the number of extracted local maxima. Having this in mind, we conduct all remaining experiments for the threshold levels 55% and 75%. Observations for the speaker identification are MFCC coefficients extracted on 100ms frames aligned with microphone array frames. Having in mind results presented in [19] , properties of our dataset (6 speakers, 30sec training segments, 8.5/3.5sec average single/overlapped speaker turn duration) and results from preliminary speaker recognition experiments, we decided to train 16-component GMMs with diagonal covariance matrices. Models for silence and single participants were trained on 30s training samples, while GMMs for two overlapped participants were trained on samples obtained by overlapping two single speaker samples with equal average energy.
MODEL PARAMETERS: VARYING NEIGHBORHOOD SIZES
We evaluated the speaker segmentation performance for 100ms frames using precision (P ), recall (R) and (F = 2P R P +R ) measures. This type of evaluation is standard for speaker segmentation type of problems [4] , [31] and gives more insight into the performance than using just the number of correctly detected speaker-frames.
P = 100
# of found true active speaker-frames # of found active speaker-frames (9) R = 100 # of found true active speaker-frames # of true active speaker-frames (10) For the presentation of the experimental results we use the following notation:
• MA 0.55 and MA 0.75 denote microphone array likelihood models, (α, β) = (1, 0), with observations obtained with threshold levels 55% and 75% respectively.
• MA 1.00 denotes the baseline microphone array likelihood model presented in [3] . This method uses only the global maximum of the SPR-GCC-PHAT function as the observation, while the likelihood of this observation given locations of participants is modeled as a product of likelihoods for each participant. Single participant likelihoods take a high constant value when the observation is in the Aneighborhood of the active speaker or when it is not in the A-neighborhood of a participant that is not speaking. Otherwise, it takes a low constant value. Both constants and a neighborhood size A are chosen to maximize the F -measure value.
• SID denotes a likelihood model based on MFCC coefficients extracted in the speaker identification module. We use this model as the second baseline.
• MA xx &SID denotes the combination of the likelihood models defined in Section III-D. The parameter pair used for fusion is (α, β) = (1, 0.5). We performed exhaustive evaluations of the system performance for different state transition matrices and neighborhood sizes. In this work we present results for the optimal neighborhood size A = 10 and two different state transition models which have in common that not more than one speaker can change activity between two frames and that all allowed state transitions except stay-in-thesame-state, p(a t+1 = a t |a t ) = 0.99, are equally likely. The only difference is that in one model we introduce the constraint that not more than two speakers can be active in one frame. We present results for two types of HMM state decoding: forward maximum likelihood decoding by the sequential Bayesian filtering and forward-backward optimal sequence decoding by the Viterbi algorithm.
In order to validate the choice A = 10 and p(a t+1 = a t |a t ) = 0.99 which we used throughout the experiments we present Tables II and III. All values in these tables are obtained for the best likelihood model MA 0.75 &SID for the parameter pair (α, β) = (1, 0.5). The observed trend is that higher values of the state transition parameter are improving overall segmentation performance, while the neighborhood size A = 10 maximizes performance. We tested the performance of the microphone array likelihood models MA 0.55 and MA 0.75 that we propose against the baseline model MA 1.00 in the setup where we posed no limitations on the number of active speakers. We present these results for both decoding schemes in Tables IV and V. The first three columns represent overall precision (P ), recall (R) and F -measure; the following three columns contain the same performance measures on segments with one active speaker. The last three columns contain performance measures on segments with overlapped speech. For both decoding schemes, our likelihood models (MA 0.55 and MA 0.75 ) give better overall F -measure performance than the baseline (MA 1.00 ). When employing the Viterbi decoding scheme (Table IV) on segments with only one active speaker, the relative advantage of the baseline over our model is 10.9%. Our model presents a balanced performance both on the segments with a single active speaker (88.7%) and overlapped speech (94.6%). The relative improvement over the baseline on segments with overlapped speech is 46.7%.
Tables VI and VII contain results for the transition model that allows at most two active speakers per frame. This transition model allows us to compare all likelihood models. Similarly, for the transition model that poses no limit on the number of active speakers, the proposed MA likelihood models perform better than the baseline ones.
The proposed modality fusion model brings further performance improvement. This validates our assumption on the complementarity of SID and MA likelihood models. Note that the combination of the baseline MA 1.00 and the SID likelihoods degrades MA 1.00 performance on the segments with single active speaker and improves performance on the segments with overlapped speech. On the other hand, combination of SID with our models MA 0.55 and MA 0.75 improves performance on all segments for the Viterbi decoding scheme.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The speaker segmentation system presented in this work is novel from three main perspectives.
First, the proposed joint probabilistic data association model (JPDA) uses not only the global maxima of the SPR-GCC-PHAT function as the microphone array (MA) observation, but the multiple regional maxima, which allows better handling in regions of speaker overlap. Our JPDA model for the MA observations outperforms the classical speaker segmentation methods on segments with overlapped speech, whether these are based on SID [19] or baseline MA based technique [3] . Furthermore, careful thresholding of the extracted regional maxima and the choice of the fusion parameters that emphasize advantages of both SID and MA likelihood models bring additional performance improvements.
Second, we suggest a hidden Markov model of the speaker activity state evolution which can work with the proposed MA likelihood model only, or perform fusion with the likelihood model obtained from the speaker identification (SID) system. This multimodal architecture performs fusion of the video tracking, MA time delay processing and SID systems and allows for improvements in each modality.
Finally, we propose two probabilistic algorithms that solve the interesting problem of parallel estimation of the unknown trajectory-to-identity association parameter and state sequence. The Viterbi decoding of the optimal sequence provides a better performance and should be the method of choice for applications where batch segmentation is possible. The presented results show that in situations where sequential and real time processing is necessary forward Bayesian decoding provides slightly lower performance wile preserving trends presented and discussed for the Viterbi decoding scheme.
VI. APPENDIX
In order to validate our proposed likelihood model for the microphone array observations we compare it with the recently proposed model [3] 
